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AERONAUTIC SYMBOLS

1. FUNDAMENTAL AND DERIVED UNITS

Metr!e English

Symbol

Unit Abbrevia- Abbrevia-
tion Unit tion

Length ...... l meter .................. m foot (or mile) ......... ft. (or mi.)
Time ........ t second ................. s second (or hour) ....... see. (or hr.)
Force ........ F weight of 1 kilogram ..... kg weight of 1 pound ..... lb.

Power ....... P horsepower (metric) horsepower ........... I hp.
[kilometers per hour ...... k.p.h, miles per hour ........ I m.p.h.

Speed ....... V [meters per second ....... m.p.s, feet per second .......... f.p.s.
/

2. GENERAL SYMBOLS

W, Weight-=mg _, Kinematic viscosity
g, Standard acceleration of gravity--9.80665 p, Density (mass per unit volume)

m/s2or 32.1740 ft./sec. 2 Standard density of dry air, 0.12497 kg-m'*-s2 at
W

Mass=-- 15° C. and 760 mm; or 0.002378 lb.-ft. -* see.2m, g Specific weight of "standard" air, 1.2255 kg/m 3 or
/, Moment of inertia=ink 2. (Indicate axis of 0.076511b./cu. ft.

radius of gyration k by proper subscript.)
t_, Coefficient of viscosity

3. AERODYNAMIC SYMBOLS

S, Area iw, Angle of setting of wings (relative to thrust
S., Area of wing line)
G, Gap it, Angle of stabilizer setting (relative to thrust
b, Span line)
c, Chord Q, Resultant moment
b2 It, Resultant angular velocity
_, Aspect ratio V1
V, True air speed p--, Reynolds Number, where 1 is a linear dimensiontt

1 _z_ (e.g., for a model airfoil 3 in. chord, 100
q, Dynamic pressure_p, m.p.h, normal pressure at 15° C., the cor-

responding number is 234,000; or for a modelr
L, Lift, absolute coefficient C_=_ of 10 cm chord, 40 m.p.s., the corresponding

number is 274,000)Y}

D, Drag, absolute coefficient CD-=_.q C_, Center-of-pressure coefficient (ratio of distance
of c.p. from leading edge to chord length)r)_

Do, Profile drag, absolute coefficient CD0--_ Angle of attackC_,

e, Angle of downwashD.
D_, Induced drag, absolute coefficient CD_--_,_ co, Angle of attack, ild_nite aspect ratio

a_, Angle of attack, induced/9_
D_: Parasite drag, absolute CO e_cien _ CDp=_tt_ Ca, Angle of attack, absolute (measured from zero-

_S lift position)C, Cross-wind force, absolute coefficient Ca-- % Flight-path angle

R, Resultant force

| ,-

/
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REPORT No. 665

CALCULATION OF THE AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TAPERED
WINGS WITH PARTIAL-SPAN FLAPS

By HENRY A. PEARSON and RAYI_IOND F. ANDERSON

SUMMARY _-°-_ : __-__L-____:-_-._
Factors derived from wing theory are presented. By ....._-_=----._--=:e_=__-___:

of these factors, the angle of zero lift, the lift-curve rd //ne
mean8

slope, the pitching moment, the aerodynamic-center posi- Quorfer-cho .... J/
tion,andtheinduceddragoftaperewingswithpartial-
span flaps may be calculated. The factors are given .for A =S _-J--"J _z'/"_.._------"_/"J_<_

///

wings of aspect ratios 6 and 10, of taper ratios from 0.25 ._______ __j

to 1.00, and with flaps of various lengths. ._._ _7--=.:_fi-/-_=-__ .......An example is presented of the method of application of ;/.-=7._ ,_
the factors. Fair agreement with experimental results is _/.00
shown for two wings of different taper ratio having plain --_-- .75-- - -- .50
flaps of various spans ..... .25

INTRODUCTION ___:-_-----:-_..__:__.....

Because of the widespread use of tapered wings

equipped with partial-span flaps, it is desirable to have O_Trter-chord free .... __
means for computing their aerodynamic characteristics. A =10 1._._z_

Previous reports (references 1, 2, and 3) have presented ._ZZ__-_-__/I- _-"theoretical factors for use in computing the aerodynamic I..-:-:'-:: _-_--_

characteristics of wings with linear and with arbitrary F_au_ L--Wing chorddistributions.
twist and for use in finding the load distribution of

wings with partial-span flaps, erence 2 where a slope of the section lift curve equal to
This report presents factors, based on airfoil theory, 5.67 per radian was used. The computations apply

for use in calculating the induced drag, the angle of only to those cases in which no aerodynamic twist is
zero lift, the pitching moment, and the aerodynamic present before the flaps are deflected.
center of tapered wings with partial-span flaps of con- Although the ordinary lifting-line theory is applica-
stant flap-chord ratio. The factors, when used with ble only to wings without sweepback, experimental evi-
adequate section data, should apply to various types of dence indicates that small amounts of sweepback

flap and various amounts of flap deflection, have no appreciable effect on the span loading. The

THEORETICAL RESULTS computations may thus be applied to wings with moder-
ate sweepback as long as the chord distributions are

The particular wing chord distributions for which the similar to those indicated in figure 1.
theoretical computations were specifically made are The computed aerodynamic characteristics are given

given in figure 1 where the wing quarter-chord line is in terms of factors such as J, H, and G. The method of
shown as straight. Two aspect ratios (A----6 and 10) calculating the factors is omitted because of its length,
and four taper ratios (k--l.00, 0.75, 0.50, and 0.25) but the formulas for the factors are presented in ap-
were used. A list of the symbols used herein is given pendix B. The physical significance of the factors and
in appendix A. Inasmuch as the various characteris- of the aerodynamic characteristics they represent, how-
tics for elliptical wings with partial-span flaps could be ever, is explained in the following sections.

obtained relatively easily, they were sometimes com- Angle of zero lift.--The change in the angle of zero
puted in order to aid in determining the shape of the lift of a finite wing accompanying a flap deflection de-

.. various computed curves for the tapered wings, pends upon several variables, such as flap span, flap

The span load distributions from which the aero- deflection, flap chord, and flap type. The effect of the
dynamic characteristics were obtained are given in ref- last three variables can be conveniently represented

l
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by the section characteristic 5cz, the increment of The computed variation of the factor J with flap span
section lift coefficient obtained by deflecting the flap. is shown in figure 2 for various aspect ratios and taper

By this grouping of variables, the change in the angle ratios.

of zero lift (in degrees) for a wing with partial-span Although the values of J given in figure 2 apply
flaps can be expressed by the equation specifically to wings in which the flap,chord ratio, or

Aa,(L=O)=--JAc_ (1) ACt, is constant along the portion with flaps and in
which the flaps begh either at the center or at the tips,

In order to obtain the angle of zero lift for the wing i the results may be used to predict the anglo of zero lift

this increment must be added to the initial angle of for any starting point of the flaps and for any ACt
zero l{ft, i. e., the angle before the flap is deflected, distribution as long as they are symmetrical about the
If this initial angle is measured from the chord of the wing center. For example, if flaps of uniform flap-
root section, as is usually the case, the angle of zero chord ratio extend from 0.36 to 0.75, the proper
lift for the wing is given by value of the factor J is the difference between the values

a, cL=o_z-°qOs--Jhc_ (2) for 0.35 and 0.75 as shown by AJ in figure 2. The
extension to the case of a nonuniform symmetrical dis-
tribution of l_c_ consists simply in considering the
resulting hc_ distribution to be caused by a series of
elemental flaps of various lengths and performing either

/o a numerical or a graphical integration for the value of J.
(See procedure given in reference 3.) In cases where

the variation of Acz along the span is slight, however,
8 the use of an average value of _c_ is justified.

/Aft-curve slope.--The wing lift-curve slope, a, per
degree may be found from the equation

6

al/ _0
57.3ao (3)

1} 7rA

where

A is wing aspect ratio, b2/S
1.oo

.gs "q-"
o

J f --

.86

8

.B2

6
.86

0 .2 .4 ,6 .8 /.0
Taper ratio, A

4 FIGURE3._Faetor of wing lift curve slope, f.
d0

(z_]"---
573d 0

1_- fA

g /, a theoretical factor given in figure 3. This factor
has been plotted from results given in reference 1.

ao, the weighted average of the section lift-curve
slopes.

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 /.0
F/up span/wing span, b,,/b An average slope, weighted according to chord length,

F,_.,_ _..--Facto_o_a_g_oofzeroli_t,]. must be used because the slope of the sections with flaps
=a s --JAc#

•(_,J 0. may be considerably different from the slope of the
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sections without flaps. If the section lift-curve slopes namic centers is unaltered by deflecting the flaps, the

are constant across the spans of the flapped and the x position of the wing aerodynamic center would be
unflapped parts of the wing, then a0 may be found in the same with the flaps either deflected or neutral.
terms of the fraction of the area of the wing equipped If the aerodynamic center of the root section is taken
with flaps: as a reference point and the aerodynamic centers of all

- Sr /___,/ SA_ the wing sections are assumed to lie on a straight line
a0=_a0f_\l-sp0 (4) making an angle A with the lateral axis (see fig. 4),

where then the x location of the load center is given by

a0 is the lift-curve slope of section without flaps, per xa.c.----Hb tan A (5)
degree.

a0r, lift-curve slope of section with flaps, per degree: From equation (5), the aerodynamic-center position
S, area of wing. may also be related to the mean chord S/b and to the
St, area of part of wing equipped with flaps, aspect ratio A by the equation

If a0 and a0f are not constant across the two parts of xa c _ •
the wing, thena0 may be found by integration. _/-/A tan _, (6)

. . __L/ne of oerodynom/c ¢_nters

"_ ._', _" _ .?lop onq/e

" _'_\\\ _ 8osicsponloodd/.'stribut/'on

['t/3 _ 'm "_" tonf of

FIGUI_E4.--Typical wing-flap combination showing basic and additional distributions.

Aerodynamic-center location.--The aerodynamic For a wing with sweepforward, A is negative and the
center of a wing is defined as the point about which aerodynamic center of the wing is ahead of the aero-
the pitching moment is constant up to high lift coeffi- dynamic center of the root section.
cients; and, since the resultant lift must act through Values of H are shown in figure 5.
this point, the x position of the wing aerodynamic cen-

ter is, in effect, nothing more than the fore-and-aft h

location of the centroid of the load distribution. .z4 ,_
The load distribution of a wing with flaps is cons/d- _ ,/o_

ered in this report to consist of the two components // _ _-

that are shown in figure 4. The basic load distribution .22 :///pt/ca/ _ :t" _
is the span loading for zero lift with the flaps deflected; ,.___:__
its ordinates are proportional to the value of _cz. The
additional load distribution is that for the wing with 20

flaps neutral; the total lift, however, is the same as _/
that for the wing with flaps deflected. Since the basic 0 ._ .4 .6 .B 1.0
load distribution contributes no lift, it does not enter Toperrot�o, A

into the determination of the aerodynamic center. FZ_RE5.--Factorofwingaerodynamiocenter,H.
Thus, if the chordwise position of the section aerody- x_'"=HAs!btanA
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Pitching moment--As shown in figure 4, the upward c_b,the section lift coefficient for the basic loading.
and the downward parts of the basic load form a couple c, the chord.
having a magnitude that increases directly with the In order to obtain the total pitctdng-monlent
semispan length, the angle of sweepback, and the flap coefficient, that due to the sections must also be added.
deflection, i. e., Acz. An equation for the pitching This pitching-moment coefficient is given by

moment due to the basic load distribution can thus _ 2b ('b/2 :z_
be written: _ms-- _J0 _'_a'_'_'"_ (9)

b
Mzb=lC-_Ac_tan h qS

, A'=6

where k accounts for variations with wing taper, aspect .... A =/a

ratio, and flap span. Because the basic load distribu- Flap_a: center
tion is zero with no flap and is also zero with a full-

span flap, the factor k would have a maximum value \_/

\ \\ ____ ,E ond E'at an intermediate flap span. -_'--_..._..__ _ bs/b
Transforming the preceding equation into the co- _ , . _ - -__ /___)

k_/ - -E'
efficient form gives /'_ '_" _

C,%=GAc, A tan h (7) / _ _- ---"_-C"--'-'---__

where values of G are given in figure 6. For a wing \f >_'-_ :5
with sweepback (A positive), the sign of the pitching- "_ "_'_ ' tr' _ _"

moment coefficient due to the basic lift is positive if \ "
the flap deflection introduces an effective washout .._ _ .I __- _

toward the tip (e. g., flaps at the center deflected down- --_ "_ -"

ward or flaps at the tip deflected upward). For a \ .___wing with sweepforward, the sign of Cmtbis negative

for the same flap deflections. F/apz at tip _ _ i,

,.0Flop o \ --• • ..2.5

.05 I / _ _, -
A \ :..__..-"_.......-_"_'-'''_

.04 1.00

_--'_ _i .75 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0_._ "'.50 Taper rat/o, A

_£; ' FIGURE7.--Factors of section pitching moment, E and E'.

.03 ":_ "_ "_\'_ C_s=Ec'°"bE'Ac"*

"_ _" --'_ "_' 'N_} _ For wings with flaps; however, the value of the sectiona / / .25 N.50 pitching-moment coefficient c_a._, may be assumed to

.o_ ///,///_ /:7o° ..... i'_:. consist of two parts: One denoted by c,.o, the scctio,(

/i '//// ,t \__\;Rx_ coefficient with tlaps neutral; and the other denoted by

Ac,,,, the increase in the section coefficient above c_o.o/ // _ due to the flaps. If c,,ois const_mt across the span 'rod
_ zXcmis constant across the tlap span (i. e., the tlap-chord/ ratio is constant), then the pitching-nmment coefficient

o .2 .4 .6 .8 /.o due to the sections can be given by
Flop spon/w/nq _pon, b t/b (flopz 0¢ center)

FIOURE6.--Factorofbasicliftpitching moment.G. Cms= Ecmo-FE',_c,, (10)

C.,b=aAczd tuna Values of E and E' for these conditions are given in
In case the aerodynamic centers do not lie on a figure 7 for the tapered wings. These values have been

straight line so that the angle of sweepback is not con- determined from the relations

stant along the span, C_b may be graphically obtained _ 2b cb/2
/_'=_J0 cdyfrom the equation

._ 2b ['_/_
t:,%---_3 ° xc_:dy (8) _, 2b _'_:/_:._.

,]y f

where, at any point along the span,
x is the moment arm measured from the aerodynamic If neither cm0nor zXc_were constant across the span,

center of the root section and parallel to the root then it would be necessary to use equation (9) and to
chord (positive, rearward; negative, forward), evaluate Cruz by an integration, as will be illustrated
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later. The total wing pitching-moment coefficient is /.co

given by Oma'c'=Cmsq-Cm'b (11) J ,_ - - . "_

The coefficient Gmac is defined by the equation .98 , "" _ :
• . . / \

M= G_o q_

2, \

(12) \
• " .96 -- A =6 \

where M is the total pitching moment. - - - - A,=/o \

Induced drag.--For any wing with a twist that is [ \\,
symmetrical about the wing center line, the induced- .940

I

drag coefficient may be given by the equation .z Taper'4ro_io,6A .8 /.0

2 Flop spon/w/ng _pon, b.f/4b (flops af t/p)(7,._
w_,___v,__rT.*_=v"-t-_-hczv-t-hc_2w (13) /.o .8 .6 .z o

-,. -°°4

The factors % v, and w for wings with partial-span / ,.x'_x x_ie 5
flaps, i. e., for the case of an abrupt twist, are given in

figure 8. \ "_
\\ :002

The first term on the right-hand side of equation (13) / - \is the usual induced-drag coefficient of an untwisted \

wing and the other two terms result from the aerody, _ _ E/lipf/col, \ _ _.----_namic wing twist introduced by deflecting the flaps. _.'_ _ "-"

- .. I'/It can be seen from figure 8 that, for certain taper "_
ratios, the v and the w factors are of opposite sign and \

their contributions counteract each other. In fact, under \x_ _ \_x(.5o,_.__ _/, _certain conditions, the sum of the last two terms may .oo_
• "_ i i

be slightly negative; and, as a result, the elliptical

wing induced-drag coefficient may be approached. ' _7.5

This tendency exists when the flaps are so placed and 'X \x"_'_-" ._'"v// / .ooz
deflected that an elliptical loading is approximated. | ,_,_,, \ "-._ /$, /

/
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS / / .006

'__.L__ o6" _ / /
APPARATUS AND TESTS .... A=IO X _ /' /

In order to provide a check on the reliability of the \,/..oo /
-4 ... L .008

theoretical factors that have been presented, two o .z .,_ .6 .e /o
tapered wings with partial-span flaps were tested. In Flop_pan/wingspan, bz/b I'f/aps af cen_'er]

addition, tests were made of three rectangular wings /_.._ -_.X'-.._'_x-_=/.oo
with full-span flaps to provide section data for use in _J/ "_. _'x( .. 75

calculating the characteristics of the tapered wings. .008 ,,y ,X_ " .."..5o --

The wings were made of aluminum alloy and had an / , , _"_1: '_s_

area of 150 square inches. E//,or�ca�"
A list of the tapered wings and the different flap •004 [

lengths used is given in table I, together with the Y/j A =5' _%
taper ratio, the aspect ratio, and the airfoil sections _
of the root and the construction tip (the extreme tip). _ o

A = 1.00The tips were rounded as shown in figure 1. The I,Ili _"_ \\"\.._'¢-..-"...5o---N. A. C. A. 23012 tapered wing had a moderate sweep- .oo8 / ..",:75
back

(line through quarter-chord points)but the N.A. ////_/ %%\_.z5
C. A. 5-10-16 tapered wing had no sweepback. In the I I ,_ _k,

construction of the wings, straight-line elements were .004 / "%\

used between corresponding points of the root and the A=/O k

construction tip sections. For the N. A. C. A. 23012 [ ,_
wing, the chords of all sections along the span were in 1
one plane; whereas, for the N. A. C. A. 5-10-16 wing, o ._ .4 .6 8 /o
the highest points of the upper surface of each section Flop .spon/w,ng_pan, bf/b

were in one plane. The ordinates of the N. A. C.A. F_,,_ 8.--Faetors of induced drag. u,g,andw.

5-10-16 wing are given in reference 4. c_,=_-c_.v,_+_,-_
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The rectangular wings had N. A. C. A. 23009, 23012, Cmta.c._0are given about the aerodynamic-center posi-
and 23015 sections and were included to provide airfoil tion with the flap neutral.
section characteristics to aid in calculating the charac- The results of the tests of the tapered wings are
teristics of the tapered wings, presented in the usual manner in figures 12 to 17. In

Plain 0.2c flaps deflected downward 20° were built addition to the usual characteristics, the lift-curve
into all the wings and were made to simulate flaps peaks are given for two values of the effectiv.e Reyn-
pivoted about the midpoint of the thickness at 0.8c. olds Number to indicate the scale effect on CL,,a_.
Fillets of small radii were used to join the flap to the The Reynolds Number is based on the mean chord S/b.
wing and to seal the gap, as indicated at the top of On the right side of the figures, effective profile-drag
figure 9. coefficients are given. This coefficient is the total drag

All the wings were tested in the variable-density coefficient with the induced-drag coefficient for ellip-
wind tunnel at a pressure of 20 atmospheres. The lift, tical span loading deducted, that is, CDc=CD--CL2/TrA.
the drag, and the pitching moment were measured at The values of CD_have been corrected to effective

---L-L
I ' Q-_"-,_ I I

¢ O0 20 40 60 80 IOO
! ! Percent of chord

.. ii,
3,6 4_ O_

24,2 ,. ,, • _/ I/ \_. ;_
I

_,16 _ _--/ _ /
" O

8. ,, : 4 08
_. o I _/ <" _. _ _..'t"= .07*2 above

.o 0 NAIC.A. 23O09 = .: 3,080,000 O 0 _:_
-,2 _8

._ _ Size: 5"x30" Vel,(ft./sec.): 69.8 _Press. [sf'nd aim.i: 20.6 _.
: : Corrected for funnel-wall effect 0 000 Date: 7-20-37

-8 '-8 O 8 IG 24 -.4 u -4 0 .4 .8 1.2 1.6
X with O.2e Sech'on lift coefP/c/'_n/, c_

Angle of attacH, _ [degrees) p/Din flop down 20"

Fm_I_E 9.--The N, A. O. A. 23009_irfoil with 0.2cp!ain _]apdown 20%

the usual high Reynolds Number and, in addition, the Reynolds Number R, by subtracting an increment
maximum lift was measured at a lower Reynolds Num- (0.0011) to allow for the reduction in skin-friction drag

ber to indicate the scale effect on C_,=. The method when extrapolating from test to effective Reynolds
of making and correcting the tests and a description Number (reference 6). The pitching-moment coeffi-
of the tunnel are given in reference 5. cients given are based on the mean chord S/b so that

C,,=M/_S(S/b)=Mb/_St The coefficients for each
The results of the tests are presented in the usual wing-and-flap combination are given about" an axis

form as figures 9 to 17. The results of the tests of through the aerodynamic center determined by the
rectangular wings, plotted on the left side of figures method given in the appendix of reference 4. The
9 to 11, have been corrected to aspect ratio 6; whereas location of the aerodynamic center given in the upper
the results given on the right side have been corrected part of the right side of the figures is measured from
to airfoil section characteristics by the method explained the quarter-chord point of the root chord and is in
in reference 6. The pitching-moment coefficients terms of S/b.
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..... o,
_ Ctop_

.06 .08 .10 .12 .14 .16 .18 .20
Thickness ratio, tic

FIaURE 18.--Variationof sectiondatawith thickness. The hi'. A. C. A. 230seriesairfoils; effectiveReynolds2q'umber,8,200,000.

CALCULATED CHARACTERISTICS.OF THE WINGS ,/O'_

The factors previously presented were applied to the -_

calculation of the characteristics of the wings used in _ o9_

the tests and the results are summarized in table I. e.4 a°* .o8_The calculations will be illustrated for the tapered
N. A. C. A. 23012 wing with the 0.5b flap.

Angle of zero lift and lift-curve slope.--The angle of rcz_=)std
2.0

zero lift by equation (2) is:

a_(L=0)= -- 1.2-- (6.07 X 0.90) = --6.7 °

The value of Acz (0.90) was measured from figure 10 at
approximately the average lift coefficient of the basic -/_-

{J

c_b distribution of the flapped portion of the wing. /.z
The average lift coefficient was estimated from column Cm_'c')o------_ _
15 of table II. -.z

The lift-curve slope was calculated from equation .e .oe
(3), the value off being taken from figure 3: I [

0.091 --_--_ -_
a=0.999 57.3 X 0.091.=-0.071 .4 o/

"----2.°P'
-- _ 0 "_" OThe value of ao (equation (4)), values of a0 and ao_

having been taken from figures 18 and 19, is
./0 .12 .14

-ao----89 6 )< 0.085 q-/" 1 --'_'_896 0.099=0.091 Thickness rc, ho, t/c
_ -- _--_-] × FIGURE 19.--Variation of section data with thickness. Tim N. A. C. A. 230seriesairfoils with 0.2c plain flap down 20°; effective Reynolds Number, 8,200,000.
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Aerodynamic center and pitching moment.--The This integration has been graphically performed as
x position was found directly from equation (6): shown in figure 21. The value of Cd0at any point will,

_=HA of course, depend upon the airfoil section, the lift
tan A=0.214X 6 X0.1703 =0.219

coefficient, and the Reynolds Number at that point.

The appropriate values of A and H (fig. 5) were used The calculations are illustrated in table II for a CL of
and the aerodynamic .centers of the wing sections were 0.8 and follow the method of reference 4.
considered to be at the quarter-chord points.

The pitching-moment coefficient G,,s due to the Root Distance along semispan, _ Tip
moments of the .airfoil sections (equation (9)) was 0 ./ ._ .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 b/_8 .9 l.O
obtained, as shown in figure 20, from the area above the

Cma._.C2 curve. Figure 20 illustrates the general method _ -z

that may be applied to any plan form and any distri- _-z
bution of Cma_ across the span. The values of the _ I

• . ¢j /r "_

necessary pitching-moment coefficients were taken from -6 i -'_'I
figures 18 and 19 and are for a value of c_ of zero, in j_

which case Cm_._.=Cm(_._.)o. If Cm(_._.)° varies appreciably -8 _f i

with c_, it should be taken at the average value of c_ over F_Q_R_ 20.--Graphical determinationof C,s fortheN'.A. C. A.23012airfoilwith
the portionof the wing with flaps. In this example, C_ s 0.50pXam_a,.

could also have been calculated from the values of E 0_r, _,a(_)=-oa2sand E' given in figure 7 because the increment, as well e-s-g_j_ .....
as the initial value of the pitching-moment coefficient,
was substantially constant across both the flapped and
the unflapped parts of the span. ./6 I- _----

The pitching-moment coefficient due to the basic lift ' "- _"

distribution is given by formula (7) _'/2 _-.

C,%--GAc_A tan A=0.029X0.77X6X0.1703=0.023 _.08

The value of G was taken from figure 6 and the value of .04 _'-l_ _ _Ac_ was taken at an intermediate cz (c_=l.0) from

figure 10 for the N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with flap. I ] [ \]

Although Ac_ varies with the c, at which it is taken, Roo_O ./ .2Disfonce.3 .4o/ong.5semi._pan,.6 .70_/.2..y .,9 ..9 Tip/O

the exact value used does not affect the value of C,% FmvRE21._GraphicaldetorminationofCD0fortheN.A.C.A.23012taperedairfoil
appreciably unless the sweepback is large. When the wit_0.50plain flap.

b _ y
quarter-chord points do not lie on a straight line so that v_,__f0%_(bT_)=0.01u
the angle of sweepback cannot be measured, G_ may

be computed from formula (8).. The total pitching- Values of Cdoc were calculated at intervals along the

moment coefficient about the axis through the acre- semispan using the known lift distributions. The

dynamic center is then values of (C,.,a_).td, (C%_,,)st a, Clo,,t, and Ac,ma_ that
C_,,.c. = C_,s+ C,az_=- 0.128+ 0.023 =- 0.105 appear in the various columns of table II were obtained

Drag.--The induced drag was calculated from for- from figures 18, 19, and 22. Section data for other
mula (13) using values of u, v, and w from figure 8 and flap deflections may be found in references 6 and 7.
a value of Act at an intermediate value of c_ (c_=l.0) The values of c_0_, were extrapolated to the Reynolds

for the N. A. C. A. 23012 airfoil with flap (fig. 10). Number of each point along the semispan by the method

Thus Cm for any value of C_ is given in figure 23 of reference 4. Although the formula

CL2 given in reference 4 was darived for sections with
Co_=_rAXO.986+(-O.OO10)O.77CL+O.0100(0.77)2 moderate camber, it should apply approximately to

airfoils with flaps.
Values of C._ were calculated for a series of values of CL. The cz distribution for CL=0.8 was obtained from the

The profile-drag coefficient of the wings was calculated equation
by an integration of the section profile drag along the C_=CLClaI+Cl5

semispan as given by where
b 1 y S Ac_S_-

C.o=_foC_oCd(_/2 ) c_,= _ L_and c_=-_._
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0

"=84 S 6 4000,000 2 3 4 5 8 /0,000,000 6 4000,000 2 3 4 5" 8 /0,000,000
Reynolds Number

FIGURE22.--Scale-effect correctionsfor CZ,o=. In orderto obtain the section maximum lift coefficient at the desired Reynolds Number, apply to the standard-test vahle
the increment indicated by the curve that corresponds to the scale-effect designation (types B, C, D, or E) of the airfoil. (Seereference6, p. 32and table II.)

The values of ]_Rand L_ at b:/b=0.5 were obtained from
reference 2 by cross-plotting against b:/b. The value of
Acl at c,= 1.0 for the flapped section was obtained from
figure 10.

The profile-drag coefficient is given by the equation
Cdo=C_om_,nCAC_o

where Ac_o dependson thequantityin column 19.of

tableIf. ValuesofAc_o wereobtainedfrom figure23

for the sections without flaps (data taken from reference
6) and from figure 24 for the N. A. C. A. 23012 section
with flap.

.036

.032 /

.028

.or4 /e?
'_ .020 /

/

"_.016 /i
<1.o/_ /

/
/

•008 /
/

•004 ..I

0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .S .6 .7 .8 .,9 ZO 0 ./ .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

Ic,- C,o_,l/c,_..-C,o., fc,- C,o.,I/c,_o.-C,o_,
FIGURE 23.--Generalized variation of Ace o for airfoil sections with flaps neutral. FIGURE 24.--Curves of ACdo for airfoil sections with 0.2c plain flaps down 20 °.
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The values of ceoc given in column 22 of table II and the value of C_ma_ as indicated on figure 25. The

were plotted in figure 21 and extrapolated to the. flap dashed curve faired through the flap end was used.

end. " From the area under the curve, CD0was found to The solid line, which passes through calculated values of

be 0.0184. The process was repeated for other lift CZ,_a=--C_b,would have indicated stalling at the plain
coefficients and for other wing-and-flap combinations section just outboard of the flap end at a low C_.

and the results are plotted in figures 12 to 17 as effective Observations of the action of tufts, however, indicate

profile-drag coefficients that stalling does not necessarily begin at this point.
It appears to be preferable to fair c_,,_,--c_ b through the

CD'=CD°+CD_--CL2/_A flap end, as shown. The calculated C_= value is then

_ c,,._;% _,-. _, , I higher and in better agreement with the test value._4 --__ Tuft observations of the wings with 0.3b and 0.7b

2.0, _ , , _ , ,_, , , , , , , , , _,__ flaps indicated that stalling began at a point other than
the predicted point so that the method can be expected

•_l I _ _o/h_'_gbeg,_ I I L _ • to give only a rough indication of CL_=.

1.2_ __-- _i EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

compared in table I. The angles of zero lift and the

.4 lift-curve slopes are in good agreement. The x positions

___ of the aerodynamic center are in fair agreement although
0 ./ .z .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 /.0 the experimental aerodynamic-center positions move

Roof Distonce olong semi_pon, Yb-72- r_p more and more ahead of the calculated position as the
FIGUREf5.--Calculation of the CL at which the i. A. C. A. 23012airfoil with 0.Sb flap length is increased, probably owing to the forward

plain flapbeginstostall, movement of the position of the aerodynamic center

6"0

._ A =6 A =/O

._-.-.--_ .Z5

.25

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 ZO
F/al_ span .spon, b,f/b

FIGURE26.--Increase in induced drag due to the addition of flaps of various lengths. CL, 1.0; _cz, 1.0.

Maximum lift coefficient.--The lift coefficients at of the sections with small flap deflections. The pitching-

which the wings should begin to stall were estimated by moment coefficients are in good agreement except for
the method used in reference 1 except that, instead of the N. A. C. A. 5-10-16 wing with0.5b flap.

plotting c_ for a series of values of CL, the point at which The CD_ curves given in figures 13 to 17 are in best

which a section lift coefficient reaches Ctm,_ (C_ curve agreement in the region of CD_,_. The divergence

becomes tangent to the c_m_ curve) was found more for higher and lower lift coefficients is more for these
conveniently by first deducting c_b from c_ as in wings than for wings without flaps (reference a).

figure 25. (See column 23, table II.) The point at Two values of CD_ are listed in table I, C_ and

which the c_ curve (c_ for CL=I.0) would become Cv_ at C_=0.7. It is interesting to note that, for the

tangent if expanded to other lift coefficients then deter- N.A.C. A_ 23012 wing, C_ increases with flap length
mines the point where stalling is predicted to start. up to b_/b=0.5 but is then substantially the same at

This point is most easily found by calculating c_.... --c_ b by�b=0.7 as it is at 0.5. The reason for this variation
c_ is that the increase in profile drag with flap length is

at several points along the semispan. The minimum compensated by the reduction in induced drag beyond
value gives the location of the predicted stalling point b_/b=0.5. If plain flaps at a moderate angle are used
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/6O

,t = I.O0 A =0.50 ,_ = 0.25
"" 8

_ IO0 I.O
._ .5

"_ 8o

._.

\ '4O \
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.4 .8 1.2 1.8 2.0 .4 .8 .12 .16 20 .4 .8 1.2 1.6 2.0
Wing /i£t coeff/cienf_ Ct.

FIGURE27.--Percentage change in induced drag relative to that £or flaps neutral. 0.55plain flap; A, 6.
Cz.AC|r)-{-AC_2W

Percentagechangegivenby CL2/_rA_ X 100,

for take-off, as long a flap span as possible is therefore CONCLUDING REMARKS

indicated to obtain the lowest drag. The decrease in Although test results and the comparison with
induced drag with flap length beyond b//b equal to calculated results have been given only for the case of a
about 0.36 is illustrated in figure 26. The curves are plain flap deflected 20 ° , other test results were available

given for various taper ratios, two values of A, and for for the N. A. C. A. 23012 wing with a split flap 45 °
CL and Ac_ both equal to 1.0. A value of Ac_=l.0 down and with the same flap spans as those used herein.
corresponds to an airfoil of moderate thickness with a Comparison of the test and the calculated results for

0.2c flap at an angle a little larger than 20 °. The the split flap showed agreement similar to that obtained

change of induced drag with lift coefficient is illustrated for the plain flap deflected 20 ° . It thus appears that
in figure 27 for a wing with half-span flap of aspect fair estimates of the characteristics of tapered wings
ratio 6 and for two values of Act. with partial-span flaps deflected various amounts can

The calculated and the experimental C_opt values be obtained from the factors and the method given.
given in table I are in as good agreement as can be

expected in view of the difficulty of determining

Czop,. The agreement of the CLm_ values is fair.
LANGLEY _/_EMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LAPORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY _OMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS_

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., January 23, 1939.



APPENDIX A

SYMBOLS USED IN TEXT Cma.e., section pitching-moment coefficient about

section aerodynamic center.
c_, section lift coefficient.

Ac_, increment of section lift coefficient due to cm(.... )0, section pitching-moment coefficient aboutaerodynamic-center position with flap
flap deflection, neutral.

Czb,section basic lift coefficient (C_=0).
cza, section additional lift coefficient, cm0, section pitching-moment coefficient withflaps neutral.
%1, section additional lift coefficient for CL= 1.0. hcf, increase in section pitching-moment coeffi-
%, section profile-drag coefficient, cient above cm0due to flap deflection.

a.'(_ffio),wing angle of attack for zero lift, measured
from the root chord. M, total wing pitching moment.

a%, angle of zero lift of root section. M_, wing pitching moment due to basic-riftforces.

b, wing span. C_zb, wing pitching-moment coefficient due to
be, total flap span. basic-lift forces.
S, area of wing. Cms, wing pitching-moment coefficient due to the

S_, area of part of wing equipped with flaps, pitching moments of the wing sections.
A, wing aspect ratio, b2/S. C,,_.c., total wing pitching-moment coefficient about
_, taper ratio, c,/cs, aerodynamic center.
q, dynamic pressure.
c, chord at any section along the span. a, wing lift-curve slope.

c,, tip chord (for rounded tips, ct is the fictitious ao, lift-curve slope of section without flap.
chord obtained by extending the leading aop lift-curve slope of section with flap.
and the trailing edges to the extreme x, moment arm measured from the quarter-
tip). chord point of the root chord and parallel

' c_, chord at root of wing or plane of symmetry, to it (positive rearward).
A, angle of sweepback measured between the y, lateral distance.

lateral axis and a line through the aero- Yl, lateral distance to inboard end of flap.
dynamic centers (approximately the Xa.c., coordinate of wing aerodynamic center.
quarter-chord points) of the wing sec- R_, effective Reynolds Number.
tions. L_, additional load parameter.

_I, flap angle. L_, basic load parameter.
CL, wing lift coefficient. J, factor of angle of zero lift.
CD, wing drag coefficient. H, factor of wing aerodynamic center.G, factor of basic-lift pitching moment.

CD0, wing profile-drag coefficient. /, factor of wing lift-curve slope.
CD,, effective wing profile-drag coefficient. E and E', factors of section pitching moment.
C_, wing induced-drag coefficient, u, v, w, factors of induced drag.
16



APPENDIX B

AERODYNAMIC FACTORS IN TERMS OF THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 1

The various aerodynamic factors were obtained from u= _ 1
I Z]a Fourier analysis in which the circulation r was 3.5,7

expressed (see reference 2) by e, _,c°nA/a,___An\,,al
csmsV_A V=2_1 3,5,7 k "_1 J

r =_._,, sin nO
" z'Ad, _ / al--V

2.J nla,_----,-A,_l
where w--_3,5,r \ A1 /

e8 is the chord at plane of symmetry.
m,, slope of the section lift curve at the plane of

symmetry, per radian. REFERENCES
V, wind velocity.

COS O= _.Y 1. Anderson, Raymond F. : Determination of the Characteristics
0/2 of Tapered Wings. T.R. No. 572, N. A. C. A., 1936.

If the Fourier coefficients of the plain wing /_t an 2. Pearson, H. A.: Span Load Distribution for Tapered Wings
with Partial-Span Flaps. T. R. No. 585, N. A. C. A.,angle of attack of one radian are denoted by A_ and if 1937.

the Fourier coefficients for the same wings with a 3. Pearson, ttenryA.,andJones, Robert T.: Theoretical Stabil-
constant angle of attack extending only over the ity and Control Characteristics of Wings with Various
center of the span are denoted by a_, the various Amounts of Taper and Twist. T.R. No. 635, N. A. C. A.,

aerodynamic factors (in terms of the Fourier coefficients) 1938.
can be found from the following equations: 4. Anderson, Raymond F.: The Experimental and Calculated

Characteristics of 22 Tapered Wings. T. R. No. 627,

Ala_!m N.A.C.A., 1938.J_--- 5. Jacobs, Eastman N., and Abbott, Ira H.: The N. A. C. A.0
Variable-Density Wind Tunnel. T. R. No. 416, N. A.

in which ms is the slope of the lift curve at any section, C.A., 1932.
per radian. 6. Jacobs, Eastman N., and Sherman, Albert: Airfoil Section

Characteristics as Affected by Variations of the Reynolds

-1 2 /Ax A3 A5 A7 A9 _ Number. T.R. No. 586, N. A. C. A., 1937.=z-_\_-t-_" --_- 5 21 _'4--5--7ff " " "/ 7. Abbott, Ira H., and Greenberg, Harry: Tests in the Variable-
Density Wind Tunnel of the N. A. C. A. 23012 Airfoil

o csA[-fN_N_t.a_.a_. \ al/A3 A, A7 "_']
-- 2b t_\5 21"45 / " ")--_/-5 --_-_'4-5-_-" " "// with1939.Plainand Split Flaps. T.R. No. 661, N. A. C. A.,

17
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

[Wings with 0.2c plain flapS 20 ° downl

Xa.¢.
Construe-

Flap tion tip %_L-0) S/b
length ks Root sec- section Sweep- (deg.) a

Aspect tion, (extreme hack (1)
Wing (frac-tion ct/e, ratio No A• C• A. tip), . (dog.)

span) N'. A. C.A. Expcri- Calcu- Experl- Calcu- Experi- Calcu-
mental ated mental lated mental lated

| [ --1.3 --1.2 0. 075 0. 076 0. 210 0• 219

0 3 --4.8 --4.6 .072 ,073 •209 ,219

Tapered/_7• A• C• A. 23012._ _5 I 0. 5 6 23012 23012 9• 67 / --6. 9 --6. 7 .070 .071 .201 • 219•7 -87 _86 097 .060 103 21.
{05 } {_1.2 _11 008 .033-011 0Tapered N. A• C. A. 5-10-16. . .2 10 23016 23009 0 --6. 2 --6. 4 .079 ,078 --. 021 , 0

[

Cm .¢. CD° _. CLo,, CL_o, CD° at CL=0.7

Wing .......

i Experi-
_xperi- Calculated ! Experi- Calculated Experi- Experi- Calculated Calculated
_ental mental mental Calculated mental , mental

--0..14 --0. 008 0. 0076 .. 0071 0.13 ,. ,9 1.71 1.67 0. 0106 0. 0100

Tapered N. A. C. A. 23012.__ --.008 --.068 •0165 .0155 .20 ".02 1•83 1.77 •0182 .0209
l --. 106 --. 105 .0175 .0170 .20 _ .03 I. 91 , 1• 81 .0205 .0226.

--. 143 --. 142 • 0156 .0158 .16 .05 1.98 1• 90 .0203 .0222

Tapered N. A. C. A. 5_i0_16 f_ --.009 --.007 •0080 .0081 ..3 .1. 1.50 1.49 .0123 .0113--•136 --.157 .0190 .0178 --.12 --.23 1•77 1.74 •0262 .0274

i Measured from the quarter-chord point of the root chord, positive toward the trailing edge.

TABLE II

CALCULATION OF CD o FOR eL=0.8

IN. A. C. A. 23012 tapered wing with 0.Sb flap deflected downward 20°; R, (based on N/b)=8,200,000]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 I0 11 12

Distance

from thickness Effective (Cd0m_n),td Load

center, Chord Reynolds (ez_.z),d Acting, cz,,,_ at edom_. cl _t c_ -C,o, n parameterfraction _ c Number at (fig. 22) (5)+(6) R,=8,200,000 .... L,semispan, (in.) R°
Y_ t/e (millions) R,=8,200,000 (reference 2)
b[2

0.00 0.12 6.82 11.18 2.06 0.02 2.08 0.0128 0.0125 0.I0 1.98 1.291
.15 .12 6.31 10.35 2.06 .02 2.08 .0128 .0126 .lO 1.98 1.263
.30 .12 5.80 9.51 2•06 •01 2.07 .0128 •0127 .10 1•97 1.1"1
• 45 . 12 5. 28 8. 66 2. 06 0 2. 06 . 0128 . 0128 • 10 1.96 1.107
.60 .12 4.77 7.82 1•75 --.01 1•74 .0071 .0072 .10 1.64 •995
,70 .12 4.43 7.26 1.75 --•02 1.73 ,0071 ,0072 .10 1.63 .908
.80 .12 4.09 6•71 1.75 --.03 1•72 .0071 .0072 .10 1.62 .789
.90 .12 3.50 5.74 1.75 --•06 1•69 .0071 .0074 .10 1.59 .607
.95 .12 2.66 4.36 1•75 --.10 1.65 .0071 .0076 .10 1.55 •447

I 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Load [cz--e,o,, ] Cd
y S parameter Ac|_ Cl-Ct _t ACdo CdoC Ctmaz--Ctb

b/-2 _ LafctQI Lb "--_--LbfCl b CLXCZ_lffiCZo cl o ez.o=--ezopt" (9)-{-(20)
reference 2)

0.00 0. 946 0• 289 0. 163 0• 757 0. 920 0. 820 0. 414 0. 0117 0. 0242 O. 1650 1.92
• 15 1.001 .276 . U'_ .801 .969 .869 .439 .0127 .0253 .1596 1.91
•30 1.027 .235 .156 .822 .978 .878 .446 .0129 .0256 .1485 1.91
• 45 1.048 .030 .022 .838 .860 .760 .388 .0106 .0234 .1236 2.04
• 60 1.043 --. 190 --. 153' .834 .681 .581 .354 .0023 .0095 .0453 1.89
,70 1,025 --, 252 --, 219 .820 .601 ,50l .307 .0018 .0090 • 0399 1, 95
•80 .964 --. 266 --. 250 .771 .521 .421 .260 .0013 .0085 .0348 1.97
•90 .867 --. 224 --. 246 .694 .448 .348 .219 .0010 .0084 .0294 1.94
•95 .840 --. 168 --. 243 .672 .429 .329 .212 .0009 .0085 .0226 1.89
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Positive directions of axes and angles (forces and moments) are shown by arrows

Axis . Moment about axis Angle Velocities

Force
(parallel Linear

Sym- to axis) Designation S_- Positive Designa- Sym- (compo-Designation bol symbol direction tiou bol nent along Angular
• axis)

Longitudinal ...... X X Rolling ..... I L Y------->Z RoU ..... I _ u

Lateral .......... Y Y Pitching .... M Z----_ X Pitch .... 0 v qP
Normal .......... Z Z Yawing .... hr X-----> Y Yaw ..... _ w

Absolute coefficients of moment Angle of set of control surface (relative to neutral

C_=L-_- C M C N position), _. (Indicate surface by proper subscript.)
_:-qcS '_ qbS

(rolling) (pitching) (yawing)

4. PROPELLER SYMBOLS

P

D, Diameter P, Power, absolute coefficient CP=pnaD 5p, Geometric pitch

• _/P V_io/D, Pitch ratio C_, Speed-power coefficmnt= )_n2
V', Inflow velocity
V,, Slipstream velocity 7, Efficiency

T n, Re_colutions per second, r.p.s.

T, Thrust' abs°lute c°efficient Cr-- °-n-_o _' Effective helix angle = tan-l( 2@r_:)

Q, Torque, absolute coefficient CQ=p_D5

5. NUMERICAL RELATIONS

1 hp.=76.04 kg-m/s--550 ft-lb./sec. 1 lb.--0.4536 kg.
1 metric horsepower=l.0132 hp. 1 kg=2.2046 lb.
1 m.p.h.--0.4470 m.p.s. 1 mi.--1,609.35 m=5,280 ft.
t m.p.s.--2.2369 m.p.h. 1 m--3.2808 ft.

i I


